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i've been a bit busy with my new baby. i haven't had a chance to work on the project for a while. i've also been working on my new project so i haven't had much time to work on driverinstallerassistant either. 10. i'm glad i'm here and the way i see we could be useful for each other.
driverpack.net could help with localizing the program to many languages, reviewing the source code providing expertise on drivers. driverpack solution could provide dpinst and logs with failed installations, statistics from devid.drp.su implement features which might be helpful for driverpack
maintainers. these features shouldn't make major changes which could posses a risk to users, i'm going to abandon the old codebase anyway when a new branch is ready. initially both programs collected few hwids from inf files and tried to match part of this hwid to a part of device hwid and
feed all drivers to dpinst. eventually i switched to algorithm which looks for exact matches and checks compatible hwids. at some point this improvement was incorporated into driver pack assistant. while driverpack solution an lost this advantage, i welcome progress in both projects, and it's
good for users. i'm not sure driver pack assistant incorporated the latest algorithm from driverpack solution. and to tell the true, i'm still not sure if it's completely correct. to sum up, driverpack solution right now might have a better driver matching algorithm but miss the features mentioned
above and maybe some more which aren't apparent. the programs use different approach in presenting information and driverpack solution is leaning rather to advanced users, driverpack maintainers than to users. this is why artx added the infobox which advice user what to do. anyway i

want to see progress in both projects, it's good for users. i wanted to implement installation from unpacked driverpacks(like it was done by wsnow) but i didn't because the code would be hard to maintain without making major changes.
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i don't know why more people don't report bugs. i reported a few bugs but it appears i don't know the process. i'm not asking to be a beta tester. i just don't know where to report bugs. you can't contact the publisher directly. i'm not sure if there is an email address for him. the driverpack
developer was reported and he said he would read the reports and make sure he takes the bug to consideration. at the moment he is busy with other projects so i don't think he's going to do it. besides that he doesn't have time to help me because he is busy with other projects. i know the
source code is open so it's easier to contribute. i want to help but i don't know where to start. for example, the finisher, there is only the installer program and the module. the finisher is available in the sourceforge but it's almost impossible to find out what it does and why it's commented

out. there is no gui and documentation is scarce. you can't even download it. the dp_runtimes and the physx driverpacks are the same. the ones i haven't tested are the 5 ones listed in the release notes. it's not like i can copy the code of driverpacks but at least i can download the program
and read the documentation. i know that driverpacks are and should be different and should be a better experience for users. you shouldn't need to search for the drivers on your own. you should be able to just click on a driverpack. it's not fair to make people download a few hundred mbs of
code to find out there are many drivers for their computer. people wouldn't be happy. they would be angry. however, this is not the way i see it, since i'm not a programmer. i know that you want to create a professional experience. i also know that you want to make money. i don't know what
i should contribute. i don't know how to contribute. i don't know where to start. i don't know if the finisher is needed. it has to be because most of the users complained about the lack of functionality. i don't know if it is really essential. the finisher is really complex. if i make a mistake, it's hard
to fix. i know that the finisher is a complex thing, which has to be tested. the physx driverpack doesn't have any ini file. i don't know if it has to be tested. in my opinion, the physx driverpack works, but it's impossible to use it because it's impossible to configure. i don't know if it's just me who

can't configure it. if i want to do it, i need to know how. i don't know how to do it. 5ec8ef588b
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